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About This Game

Real-time physics, innovative stunts and next-generation graphics combine into a dynamic, tricked-out RC car racing experience
where players twist and turn, grind and gear up, performing aerial tricks and stunts while racking up points as they race to the
finish in an unlikely location. Slam into unwitting tourists as you race for the finish. Set on a beautiful resort island, the fast-

paced, bumper car gameplay transforms the relaxing setting into a frenzied raceway.
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Title: Smash Cars
Genre: Action, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Creat Studios Inc
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows
Processor: Intel
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card (shader model 3)
DirectX®: 9.0c
Hard Drive: 300 MB HD space
Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,Russian
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Well, after playing the original smash cars on PC, this game feels like it's missing the fragile dynamics of the old game. It feels
like motorstorm but with crappy dirt trails in the way cars handle, the menus are obviously console oriented and what happened
to fast paced responsive controls?? Really disappointed, the original game has such cool physics yet this reeks of an unfinished
console port for a casual audience.

I recommend the original RC Cars game, though in 4:3 resolution, the graphics are not far apart, yet the gameplay is much
better. Pretty fun actually, but not spectacular. Buy on sale imo. If you're looking to running your own virtual RC race track, this
game is for you! The ability to run your car into people's legs, boost and race in human territory makes the game incredibly fun
and is a very non-serious racing game.. I love just about everything about this game. I love how the cars handle. I love the
environment for its novelty and variety. I love pulling off the jumps. I love ramming people in the shin and making them hop on
one foot. I love the music. The difficulty is just right, so I'll play a track a dozen times to get that gold medal. I've never been big
on racing games, but I'm glad I discovered this one.. Great for the money.. Last a good 50 hours of play time.. Good simple fun.
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Cute little game, kinda fun. Reminds me of the game I had on Playstation except the graphics are a lot better.. Cute, but has
some surprisingly poor in-game UI design. Still fun.. Tricks are cool with RC cars, but combined with the pressure to finish 1st,
this is one tough combination to master. Most of the faster cars have horrible handling making it downright impossible to avoid
obstacles and keep up with the AI racers, but try to pick a car with better handling and you finish about 60 seconds behind due
to the slow acceleration and top speeds. The extremely good AI racers take away a lot of the enjoyment of this game, and it's not
a bad game by any means. It just needs a difficulty setting for casual players like me.. 100% on the PS2 version, a little
dissapointed with this one but it's still fun.

I Highly recommend the PS2 version to anyone who enjoyed this one.

PS2 - 8\/10 Much more content, severely dated graphics.

PC 5.5\/10 Severely lacking in content compared to PS2 version, looks phenomenal

My personal opinon, your mileage may vary.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome--you're racing around a living breathing
environ AND earning points for sick tricks. The keyboard controls are pretty easy once you learn them, but I will eventually get
a gamepad for this game. Basically, 10\/10--would also buy DLC if available. :3
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